
 

NEWBORN SESSION PLANNER 

Although there’s no such thing as a typical newborn photoshoot, this handy guide will give you an idea of what can be fitted into 

the average booking. Remember that we may create several variations and/or poses within each style and some props are easier 

to work with than others - so timings do vary quite a lot and are also dependent on how contented baby is on the day.  

 

ONE STYLE FROM EACH COLUMN 

NEWBORN SESSION 

column 1 column 2 

Sweet Dreams 
one blanket colour 

one basket  / major prop 
with themed backdrop 

Posing Aid 1 

sibling / whole family 
shots 

Elegance 
Black & White Images 

Parent & Baby  
Shots 

Nicely Natural  
unposed Shots 

column 3 column 4 

Sweet Dreams 
one blanket colour * 

one basket  / major prop 
with plain backdrop 

Posing Aid 1 

one basket  / major prop 
with plain backdrop 

))Posing Aid 1 

one basket  / major prop 
with plain backdrop 

Posing Aid 1 

Elegance 
Black & White Images 

Nicely Natural  
unposed Shots 

Nicely Natural  
unposed Shots 

* If you want a second Sweet Dreams style with a different coloured blanket or if you start your 

session with sibling shots, this item will usually take two columns on the planner 

Prior to your session, start having a think about the type and 
style of photos that you’d like. Most photoshoots include several 
different styles and set ups - the limiting factor is baby and how 
much he/she will tolerate on the day. 
 
If you’re not sure what you want, start by considering the 
questions below. This will help to get a good understanding of 
your likes / dislikes.  
 
 
 
CONTENT | Do you simply want photos of your new arrival or 
would you also like to include some photos of mum/dad/siblings 
with baby? 
  
COLOUR SCHEMES | Are there any particular colours that 
you’d like to feature in your images and just as importantly are 
there any colours that we need to avoid? 
 
STYLE | Do you have any preferred styles for your photos?  
 
PROPS | Are there any specific props that you want to include? 
Either an item from my store cupboard or maybe something of 
your own? 
  
THEMES | Is there a theme that you’d like to incorporate into 
some of your shots?  
for example : seasonal | sports | fairy tale | nursery rhyme 

 

PERSONAL TOUCHES | Do you have any personal items that 
you’d like to feature in some of the photos? 
for example : a special blanket | booties | teddy | an item of 
jewellery 
   
BABY GIRLS | Do you like frilly, girly set ups with headbands, 
tutus etc or would you prefer something more plain and natural? 
If you’re unsure we can always do both! 
  
BABY BOYS | Do you like the plain, natural look or do you want 
to make use of hats / costumes? Including both is also an option! 
  
ESSENTIAL SHOTS | Are there any ‘must have’ shots or 
special requests for your session? 
 

Take a look at the website for ideas and inspiration and also feel 
free to show me examples of anything else you’ve seen that 
you’d like to include.  

 

Please let me know about any requests in advance so that I 

can prepare the appropriate props / accessories.  

If you’re still not sure, don’t worry - every session starts with a 

personal consultation, where we plan out what we’re going to 

do and I’m happy to guide you through the best styles for you 

based on your preferences. 

 

Planning your newborn session 

 

START FINISH 


